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To all whon, it 7ay concern: 
Beit known that I, FERDINAND L. MENTEL, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at Cin 
cinnati, in the county of Hamilton and State 
of Ohio, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Elushing-Tanks for Water 
Closets and the Like, of which the following is 
a full, clear, and exact description, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, 
forming part of this specification. 
My invention relates to tanks for flushing 

Out Water-closets and the like, in which by a 
Sliable arrangement of parts water will ?low 
into the tank until it is full, when the valve 
in the Supply-pipe is automatically closed to 
be opened again upon the discharge of the 
Water by the discharge-pipe through which 
the closet is flushed. 
The devices which have hither to been em 

ployed to control the inflow of water auto 
matically have consisted of hollow spheres or 
other devices arranged to float on the water 
and connected with the inlet-valves, so as to 
close the valve when the water has reached a 
certain height, the retreatof the water through 
the discharge-pipe allowing the valve-float 
to fall with it and thus open the inlet-valve. 
These floating devices, however, are apt to 
get caught at the bottom of the tank, and, their 
efficacy depending, as it does, on the buoyant 
power of the floats alone, they are very apt 
to become impaired, so that the valves do not 
Work properly. Further, with flushing-tanks 
as Ordinarily constructed, the discharge-pipe 
being opened by the user and continuing open 
only while the operator holds the discharging 
lever down, it often happens that too little 
Water is allowed to flow through the discharge 
pipe to properly flush the closet. 

It is to remedy these defects that my in 
vention is directed; and it consists in a new 
construction and arrangement of parts where 
in all floating devices for the regulation of 
the valves are dispensed with and a suffi 
ciently large flow of water is always furnished 
to the discharge or flushing pipe to properly 
flush the closet, and all valves in the flushing 
pipe are dispensed with. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a central lon 
gitudinal Section of my improved tank. Fig. 
2 is a top plan view of same, Fig. 3 is a lon 

showing the location of the inlet-pipe. 
A is a rectangular box or tank made up of 

suitable sides, ends, and bottom and Open at 
the top to receive and hold the water with 
which the closet is to be flushed. 
B is the inlet-pipe, and C the discharge 

pipe. . . . 
Within the tank A is a second tank or re 

ceiving-vessel D, made of copper or other suit 
able material, and into which the inlet-pipe 
IB discharges. This tank D is made in any 
convenient shape and is of a size to hold Suf 
ficient water to properly flush the closet. I 
prefer to make this tank, as shown in the 
drawings, with vertical parallel sides and 
rounded bottom extended in front, so as to 
form a mouth from which the water can be 
easily poured. This tank D is pivoted at 
about its central point by the pivots C, b to 
the interior sides of the tank A, S0 as to SWing 
easily. The inlet-pipe B is controlled by the 
valve E, which is operated by the lever F. 
When the end of the lever is down, the valve 
is closed, and when in the position shown in 

gitudinal section of a modified form of tank, 
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dotted lines, Fig. 1, the valve is open. This 
valve is so arranged with a spring or other 
wise, the pressure of the water alone usually 
being sufficient, that it automatically opens 
when pressure is removed from the lever. 
At the base of the tank D is the lug or arm 

c, which when the tank D is filled presses on 
the lever E, and thus closes the supply or in 
let pipe. G is another lever pivoted to the 
side of the tank A. At the inner eid of this 
lever is attached at an oblique angle to the 
lever a short board or pusher d, and a chain 
or cord e connects the other, end with a han 
dle to be grasped by the user. The discharge 
or flushing pipe C opens into the tank A at 
the bottom, and over the top of the pipe is 
placed the capf. The top of the pipe C ex 
tends slightly above the bottom of the tank, 
and the edge of the cap comes down below 
the point of opening, but leaving sufficient 
space for the passage of Water, and any Water 
emptied into the tank will rise up under the 
cap f and be discharged through the pipe C, 
while, the edges of the cap f extending below 
the point of discharge, the cap will serve 
as an effectual seal to prevent any gases which 
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night a rise from the closet from escaping 
through the tank. 
The operation of my talk will be at once 

Obvious. When the tank D is filled with 
Water from the inlet-pipe 13, the lug c will rest 
llpon the lever F, and thus close the valve E 
and prevent further influx of water. When 
it is desired to flush the closet, the chain e is 
drawn down, throwing the lever out hori 
ZOntally into the position of the dotted 
lines, Fig. 1. This action tips up the tank 
ID, and the center of gravity being shifted 
forward the tank at once turns over into 
the position of the dotted lines (t', where 
further rotation in that direction is pre 
Vented by stop 1, and thus all the water 
in D is discharged into the tank A, where it 
at once flows out through pipe ('. The tip 
ping forward of the tank ID removes the lug 
C from its contact with the lever F of valve E 
and allows the lever to rise, thus opening the 
inlet-pipe and allowing the water to begin to 
flow into the tank D as soon as the water is 
(lischarged from the smailer tank into the 
larger. The equilibrium of the tank D is 
Such that it at once returns into the position 
of the dotted lines l'l’ and continues in that 
position until the water has filled the tank D 
to the proper height, and then the weight of 
the Water brings the tank back into its origi 
nal position, and, the lug c pressing upon le 
ver F, the inlet-valve is again closed. It will 
be understood that the tank ID is so construct. 
ed and pivoted that until it is filled with wa 
tel' to a certain height its position of equilib 
rium is that shown by dotted lines l'b' in 
Fig. 1, and that it is only when filled with wa 
ter to the proper height that the lug c rests 
upon level IF with such force as to close the 
Valve E. It will be understood that the loca 
tion of the pipes is not a matter of any im 
portance SO long as the tank D is arranged to 
close the inet-valve as soon as the water has 
reached the proper height. 

In Fig. 3 I show a modification in which 

the inlet-pipe B" and valve E' are at the top 
of the tank instead of the bottom, and the 
valve is closed by the upward pressure of the 
lip of the tank D on the lever F' as it re 
turns to place instead of by a lug at the bot 
tom of the tank. 

I have shown and described my device as 
applied to flushing water-closets; but of course 
it can be used for other flushing plrpOSes, 
such as sewers and the like. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim, and desire to secure by Tetters Patent, 
S 

1. In a flushing-tank for water-closets, the 
combination, with the outer tank, of a receiv 
ing-vessel pivoted within the Salme, arranged to 
be upset and to discharge its contents into the 
outer vessel, inlet-pipe connected there with, 
inlet-valve therein balanced so as to Open un 
der the pressure of the Water in said inlet 
pipe, and lever to operate said valve, said in 
ner receiving-vessel being so balanced that 
the weight of the water in said vessel when 
filled will bring said vessel into contact with 
said lever to operate the same and thus close 
the inlet-valve, substantlally as shown and 
described. 

2. In a flushing-tank for water-closets, the 
combination, with the outer tank, of a receiv 
ing-vessel pivoted within the same, inlet-pipe 
to supply water to the receiving-Vessel, inlet 
valve therein balanced so as to Open under 
the pressure of the water in said inlet-pipe, 
lever to operate said valve, discharge-pipe 
for conducting the water to the closet, with 
lever for upsetting said vessel, said inner ves 
sel being so balanced that, the weight of the 
water in said vessel when filled will bring 
same into dontact with the valve-level to close 
same and thus shut off the Water, Substan 
tially as shown and described. 

FERDIN AND L. MIENTEL. 
Witnesses: 

ALFRED M. ALLEN, 
GEORGE EIDMAN. 
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